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Why smart people say dumb 
things

Managing in crisis

Crisis preparedness

The role of the communicator



• "This was not our accident 
… This was not our drilling rig 
… This was Transocean's rig. 
Their systems. Their people. 
Their equipment,"

“There's no 
one who wants 
this thing over 
more than I 
do, I'd like my 
life back."



“I apologize for having for 
having to re-accommodate 
these customers,”

“…and each time he refused 
and became more and more 
disruptive and belligerent."





WHY DO SMART PEOPLE SAY DUMB THINGS?



The question always is: do our actions and words reflect our 
values? Are we being who we say we are? 

What’s at stake is TRUST 

You will be judged not by what has happened, but by how you 
respond. 

It’s not about you. 

4 SIMPLE TRUTHS





Asks the questions….
1. What do people need 

to hear from us now?
2. Is this who we are? 
3. Who is this about?



LEADING WITH 
EMPATHY





“The opposite of anger is not calmness. It’s 
empathy.”
- Dr. Mehmet Oz



“Learning to stand in somebody else's 
shoes, to see through their eyes, that's how 
peace begins. And it's up to you to make 
that happen. Empathy is a quality of 
character that can change the world.”
-Barak Obama



The architect of the message



Silence is Toxic
So what can we say?



Concern
Action 
Perspective



Convener in chief. 
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REMEMBER THOSE SCENARIOS?



ABOVE ALL,
COURAGE AND

EMPATHY.
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